A directed animal is a percolation cluster in the directed site percolation model. The aim of this paper is to exhibit a strong relation between the problem of computing the generating function GF of directed animals on the square lattice, counted according to the area and the perimeter, and the problem of solving a system of quadratic equations involving unknown matrices. We present some solid evidence that some infinite explicit matrices, the fixed points of a rewriting like system are the natural solutions to this system of equations: some strong evidence is given that the problem of finding GF reduces to the problem of finding an eigenvector to an explicit infinite matrix. Similar properties are shown for other combinatorial questions concerning directed animals, and for different lattices.
Introduction
We are mainly interested in the study of the area and perimeter generating function GF Sq of directed animals on the square lattice Sq, but other lattices and questions will also be addressed. The computation of GF Sq is a central question in enumeration problems for directed animals on two dimensional lattices, since it is deeply related to the study of directed percolation on the square lattice. In this paper, even if we do not find an explicit formula for GF Sq , we show that to compute GF Sq it suffices to solve a quadratic system of equations involving 4 unknown finite matrices. We are unable to find a solution, but we provide some infinite size matrices which appear as the natural solution to this system of equations. They appear to be a fixed point of a rewriting system, the rewriting rules involving the tensorial product of matrices. We give strong evidence that finding a right and a left eigenvector to these matrices should lead to GF Sq . We hope that this gives some insight on the algebraic structure of this problem, and that this will allow some readers to compute GF Sq . In Section 6, we show that numerous similar problems can be treated similarly. The set of oriented graphs with no cycle and no multiple edges which have a finite or countable number of vertices and bounded degree is denoted G. For any graph G = (V, E) in G, V is the set of vertices and E ⊂ V 2 the set of oriented edges. The orientation of the edges leads to the notion of a descendant: for (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ E, x 2 is said to be a child of x 1 and the set of children of x 1 is denoted Ch(x 1 ). A directed path d in G is a sequence of vertices (x 1 , . . . , x k ) such that for any l 2, x l ∈ Ch(x l−1 ). The vertex x 1 (resp. x k ) is called the origin (resp. the target) of d.
Definition 1 Let G = (V, E) be in G, and S be a subset of V .
• A directed animal (DA) A with source S is a subset of V containing S, such that for every a ∈ A there exists a directed path having target a and its origin in S entirely contained in A. The cardinality #A of A is called the area of A.
• A perimeter site c of a DA A with source S is an element of V \ A such that {c} ∪ A is still a DA with source S. The set of perimeter sites of A is denoted P (A).
We denote by A G this is given by a family of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables (B v (p), v ∈ V ) indexed by the vertex set (we then have P(B v (p) = 1) = 1 − P(B v (p) = 0) = p). The directed percolation cluster with source v ∈ V is the maximum DA with source S = {v} included in the set of 1-coloured vertices, that is {u ∈ V : B u (p) = 1} (the empty case, possible here, arises with probability 1 − p): denote it A v (p). Since for any DA A with source v, P(A v (p) = A) = p #A (1 − p) #P (A) , the percolation cluster is finite with probability 1 if (1 − p) + A∈A G {v} p #A (1 − p)
#P (A) = 1, which is equivalent to GF G {v} (p, 1 − p) = p. Hence a computation of GF G {v} (x, y) would probably allows one to compute the directed percolation threshold, and/or the associated critical exponent.
Denote by Sq = (V Sq , E Sq ) the directed square lattice where V Sq = Z 2 and E Sq = ((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 )) ∈ V 2 Sq , such that (x 2 , y 2 ) − (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)} . Surveys on the study of DA on two dimensional lattices exist: Bousquet-Mélou [4] and Le Borgne & Marckert [15] . When S is reduced to a singleton, the area GF GF Sq S (x, 1) is well known, and numerous different approaches are possible to compute it: the gas approach (Dhar [9, 10] , but also [4] , [15] , Albenque [1] ), heap of pieces approach (Viennot [18] ), combinatorial decomposition (Corteel & al [7] , Bétréma & Penaud [5] ). On the other side, almost nothing is known about GF Sq S (x, y) (except for Bacher [2] who computed p(A)x |A| = ∂GF Sq S (x,u) ∂u (x, 1) on the square lattice with or without periodic conditions, proving conjectures by Conway [6] and Le Borgne [14] ). GF Sq S (x, y) is not believed to be D-finite.
The aim of this paper is to use some algebra to search for a formula for GF Sq S (x, y). We will use the idea of Nadal & al. [16] and Hakim and Nadal [11] , also used extensively in [4] . First, the work is done on a so-called cylinder Sq(n), a vertical strip of Sq with periodic conditions (see Figure 1) . Second, the corresponding for Sq is obtained by taking a formal limit since small DA on Sq(n) and Sq are the same. We will proceed similarly here, starting with GF Sq(n) (x, y). In order to highlight the different considerations leading to the introduction of infinite matrices, we have decided to simultaneously treat the study of GF Sq(n) (x, y) and a case where infinite matrices can be avoided: the computation of GF Sq(n) (x, 1). This leads to a new derivation of GF Sq (x, 1).
Two gases
Let G = (V, E) ∈ G be an oriented graph. Following the ideas developed in [15] , we define two processes X G = (X v , v ∈ V ) and Y G = (Y v , v ∈ V ) indexed by the vertex set, and taking their values in {0, 1}. For this latter reason, the processes are called "gases", the value 1 (resp. 0) representing the presence (resp. absence) of a particle.
Both processes X G and Y G are defined on a probability space (Ω, A, P), on which are defined some families of i.i.d. random variables (Ξ v , v ∈ V ) indexed by the vertex set, where Ξ v = (B Gas of type 1 : For any v ∈ V , set
That is, if X c = 0 for all c ∈ Ch(v), then X v = 1 with probability p; otherwise X v = 0. Since two neighbouring sites can not be simultaneously occupied, this model is called a hard particle model in the physics literature.
Gas of type 2 : For any v ∈ V , set
Here Y v is equal to min{Y c : c ∈ Ch(v)} with probability p, and to B v 2 (q). with probability 1 − p.
Lemma 2 Let G ∈ G. If p ∈ (0, 1) is small enough, both processes X G and Y G are almost surely well defined.
Proof. We use the argument in [15] (the argument being already present in the PhD thesis of Le Borgne [13] ). For both gases, when B v 1 (p) = 1, the set of values {X c , c ∈ Ch(v)} (resp. {Y c , c ∈ Ch(v)}) is needed to compute X v (resp. Y v ), but they are not needed when B 
is a family of finite DA, both processes are defined. Now consider the standard problem of the directed percolation threshold. Let
Since we assume that the maximum degree if the graph is finite, p crit ∈ (0, 1]. For all 0 p < p crit , X G and Y G are then a.s. defined.
A subset S of V is said to be free if for any s 1 , s 2 ∈ S with s 1 = s 2 , there does not exist any directed path with origin s 1 and target s 2 in G. The following Proposition says that the computation of the finite dimensional distribution of the gas of type 1 (resp. type 2) is equivalent to the computation of the DA GF according to the area (resp. area and perimeter), for general source. A DA is said to have over-source S if is a DA with source S , with S ⊂ S. If S = S, the set S \ S is taken to be a subset of the perimeter. We denote by GF
where the first equality holds for |p| smaller than the radius of convergence of GF G S (−p, 1) and the second one holds if 0 < p < p crit .
Proof. The first assertion is proved in [15] (Theorem 2.7 for a single source, Proposition 2.16 for any source) on a general graph, and was already used in [4] on lattices for a single source. Dhar [9] , who made the connection on lattices between GF of DA and the problem of finding the density of a hard particle system on an associated graph, did not use the construction of the process X, but different considerations of the same process. The second assertion is well-known, and it is also proved in [15] Note 4 Although GF(x, 1) is a projection of GF(x, y), and GF G S (x, y) can be computed easily thanks to (GF G S (x, y), S ⊂ S), the gas of type 2 is not an extension of the gas of type 1. To compute GF G (p, 1) using the gas of type 2, q needs to be 1/(1 − p), which is larger than 1; this is not possible for probabilistic considerations. Nevertheless, given the polynomial form of T Y (see Formulas (3) and (4)), T Y still has a meaning when q = 1/(1 − p); for this value, it is no longer a positive kernel, but b∈En T Y a,b = 1 for any a ∈ E n . A non-negative solution µ to µ = µT Y still exists, as can be checked by rewriting the following system of equations: let, for any C ⊂ {0, . . . , n − 1},
. Clearly, W satisfies the same system of equations as
. . , n−1}). Since GF G C exists and is non negative, µ = µT Y admits some solutions. The initial conditions W ∅ = GF G ∅ (p, 1) = 1 allows one to identify the two set of series W and GF G C . As in Dhar [9] or Bousquet-Mélou [4] , W C has a product form on E n , meaning that (W a = α n n i=1 Q a i ,a i+1 mod n for some numbers Q 0,0 , Q 0,1 , Q 1,0 , Q 1,1 ). The behaviour of P(Y v = 1, v ∈ S) becomes singular at q = 1/(1−p): some drastic simplifications of the involved algebra appear, but only for that value of q. This leads to a Markovian type structure of µ.
Some extensions of the gas of type 1 can also be introduced, for example X x = B p c∈Ch(x) (1 − X c ) + (1 − B p )B q . These extensions are either of the same type as this gas, meaning that an easy-to-prove Markovian behaviour occurs, or will present the same kind of difficulties as for the gas of type 2 (as illustrated by the different cases discussed in Section 6). We think that any gas allowing us to compute GF Sq(n) (x, y) will be (at best) as difficult to describe as the gas of type 2.
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The square lattice : the cylinder approach
We study some properties of the processes of type 1 and 2 defined on Sq(n), the square lattice with periodic conditions shown in Figure 1 . We first need to label the sites of this lattice and its rows, in order to describe its Markov chain structure, row by row: the lth row is Row (l) = {(x mod n, l − x mod n), x ∈ Z} and let x (l) (i) = (i mod n, l − i mod n) be the ith element of this row. The two children of x (l) (i) are x (l+1) (i + 1) and Figure 1 . It is useful to provide a row decomposition of the processes X Sq(n) and Y Sq(n) . For brievity, let Z ∈ {X Sq(n) , Y Sq(n) } be one of these processes, and let Z (l) (i) be the value of Z at x (l) (i), and
and the values of the Bernoulli random variables (Ξ v , v ∈ Row (l) ) only. Then, the sequence Z (l) , when l goes from +∞ to −∞, is a Markov chain. The transition kernel T Z n can be expressed using (1) and (2) : denote by E n the state space {0, 1} n , by a n := (a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ), and b n = (b 0 , . . . , b n−1 ) some generic elements of E n , and by ⊕ the addition in Z/nZ. We have
and where T X x,y,z and T Y x,y,z are explicit:
If, for a given l ∈ Z, Z (l+1) has distribution ν, then the distribution µ of Z (l) satisfies
For clarity, we use an operator-type notation and write
Using the row decomposition of Sq(n), we have Lemma 5 1) Let n 1 be fixed and Z ∈ {X Sq(n) , Y Sq(n) }. For p, q ∈ (0, 1), the process (Z (−j) , j ∈ Z) (indexed by decreasing j's) is a Markov chain with finite state spaces E n under its stationary distribution. Since this Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, the distribution of Z (j) for any j is the only probability measure solution µ Z of
2) The distribution µ Z is the limit distribution of any Markov chain with transition T Z n on Sq(n), i.e. for any distribution ν on E n , we have ν(
The matrix T Z n , indexed by the elements of E n is called a (row) transfer matrix in statistical physics literature. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, the equation (9) has a unique solution up to a multiplicative constant, which can be turned into a probability distribution. Finding a µ Z solution of (9) is a problem of linear algebra, and a solution can be found by using a computer for small values of n. The fact that T Z n has the product representation given in (3) plays a secondary role in that respect. In the following, it will play a role of primary importance.
Proof. The only unclear assertion in (1) is that the row process Z (−l) follows under its stationary distribution. This comes from the infinite construction that we have, under which Z (l) n and Z (l+1) n have the same distribution. Assertion (2) is a well known property for aperiodic irreducible Markov chains on a finite state space.
Note 6
In the case of the square (or triangular) lattice the gas of type 1 is a Markov chain on the horizontal lines of the lattice [15] . In [4] , it is observed that it is a Markovian field on a zigzag formed with two consecutive lines of Sq(n); this Markovian field converges when the row size goes to +∞ to a Markov chain on the line according to [1] . It turns out that the gas of type 2 is not Markovian on a line of the cylinder, on a line of the lattice, or on the zig-zag [4] . In other words, there does not exist any 2 × 2 matrix A such that
To show this, one can solve (9) with a computer for n = 3, 4, . . . , to check that no factorisation of the invariant measure compatible with (10) is possible (a similar work can be done directly on the rows of the entire lattice). It can also be checked that no solution corresponding to a Markov chain with longer memory exists, at least for small memories. When a computer is used to compute the invariant distribution on a cylinder of small size, no "regularity" of the measure has been observed: it turns out that on the cylinder of size 12, if µ
. . , y n ), then x and y are equal up to a rotation and/or symmetry. This implies that what happens is drastically more complex that what appears for the gas of type 1 where µ X n has the form (10).
We now look at new considerations.
A new paradigm
. . , x n ), i.e. the probability that Y v = 1 at some position v on Sq(n) is, up to change of variables, equal to GF Sq(n) (x, y). A nice description of µ Y n would thus be helpful. For this, two new ideas arise:
The first one is to search for a representation of the same type as (10), but for matrices A x,y (taking the trace afterwards) instead of "real numbers A x,y ". This is not just a way to add some degrees of freedom: Proposition 7 below says that all measures invariant the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(3) (2012), #P45 under rotation on E n have such a representation, and moreover have a representation of the form Trace( n−1 i=0 Q x i ) for some matrices Q 0 and Q 1 , The second idea comes from the product form (3) of the transition kernel T Z n for Z ∈ {X, Y}. It suggests that a "local equation" linking the matrix Q x "weighting the probability to observe x somewhere on Row(l)" and Q y , Q y , the matrices weighting their two children in Row(l+1) could suffice. But two neighbours in Row(l) share a neighbour in Row(l+1), and this must be taken into account. The second idea is to share the neighbour, its suffices to "split" the matrices, and search for a solution of the form Q x = V x H x for some matrices V x and H x having right splitting properties. This is what is done and proved to be possible, up to taking infinite matrices Q x .
Transfer matrix and measure representations
We recall the definition and some properties of the Kronecker product (or tensor product) between matrices that we will use in the paper. If A is an m × k matrix and B is a p × q, then the Kronecker product A ⊗ B is the mp × kq matrix
The Kronecker product is associative. For matrices A, B, C, D,
where it is assumed in (11) that A, B, C, D have sizes such that AC and BD are well defined, and in (12) that the matrices are square matrices. The Kronecker product extends to infinite matrices A ⊗ B, but it is "interesting" only for finite B.
For n 1, let M n be the set of probability measures on E n , invariant under rotation: if µ ∈ M n , then for any x = (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) ∈ E n , µ(x) = µ(x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , x 0 ).
Proposition 7
For any µ ∈ M n , there exists two square matrices Q 0 and Q 1 of finite size, and four rectangular finite matrices
, where 0 stands for the null matrix with the appropriate size.
Proof. First, assume that there exists some matrices (Q x , x ∈ {0, 1}) of size m × m,
, where Id(m) is the identity matrix of size m × m. (1) remains to be proved. For this, denote by M n the set of probability distributions having the representation µ(x) = Trace(
we obtain µ(x) = Trace(
. This shows that M n is closed under finite mixture. Since Trace(AB) = Trace(BA), any probability distribution in M n is invariant under rotation. It remains to see that M n contains the uniform distribution on "simple" classes of rotation in E n , since any measure in M n is a mixture of these distributions. Take an el-
and R := {α(i), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, the rotation class of α. We now show that the probability measure #R −1 β∈R δ β belongs to M n , which completes the proof. For this, denote by z i the number whose binary expansion is α(i), and define Q 1 and Q 0 to be 2 n × 2 n matrices where all entries are 0 except for
It is then simple to check that µ(x) = Trace(
The fundamental Lemmas
The following two lemmas 8 and 10 -that are among the main contributions of the present paper -serve two different purposes. The first Lemma can be used to identify the solution µ(x) = Trace( i Q x i ) (and/or to prove that such a measure is a solution) of µ = µT n when T n has a product form. It gives a sufficient condition on (Q 0 , Q 1 ) in the form of a "finite" system of quadratic equations. In the generic case, this system of equations does not depend on n, and then a right pair (Q 0 , Q 1 ) will provide a representation of µ for any n.
The second Lemma can be used when no such solution has been found. It permits us to describe the measure νT κ on the kth line starting from ν, for some particular ν using some matrices Q clues we mentioned in the abstract that GF(x, y) should have an expression using some eigenvectors of some explicit infinite matrices.
Lemmas 8 and 10 are stated in the case of Sq(n) for processes with values in {0, 1}. They will adapted to the triangular lattice and to processes with more than 2 values in Section 6.1.
A matrix T n indexed by E n is called a transfer matrix. If for all a ∈ E n , b T n (a, b) = 1, then T n is a probability transfer matrix. Moreover if, for any a, b ∈ E n ,
for some T a,b,c , a, b, c, ∈ {0, 1}, we say that the matrix transfer has a product form.
Lemma 8 Assume that T n is a probability transfer matrix with a product form. Assume that there exists square matrices (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) such that, V x H y = 0 for x = y, and such that for any
Finally let Q x = V x H x for x ∈ {0, 1}, and µ(x) = Trace
Note 9 (1) Equation (14) is the system of quadratic equations mentioned in the introduction and in the Abstract. To find a solution to µ = µT n it suffices to find (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) satisfying (14) . (2) One may weaken the conditions in Lemma 8, replacing (14) by "there exists an invertible matrix P ", such that
Before proving this Lemma we make two remarks. Firstly, we are only interested in non zero solutions! Under the hypothesis of this Lemma, the positivity of the measure µ is not guaranteed, nor the fact that it is non-zero or real. In the case where a non trivial solution exists, in the sense where µ(x) = 0 for some x ∈ E n , then µ is a multiple of an eigenvector of T n with eigenvalue 1. Since T n is a Markov probability kernel, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem there is exactly one such eigenvector, which has non-negative entries. Note that if (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) is a solution of (14) then so is (cV x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) for any c = 0. A c (which may depend on n) can be taken such that µ is exactly the invariant distribution. Hence, a condition for non triviality (CNT) for a solution of (14) is as follows:
Secondly, finding a (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) solution of (14) is difficult in general. The number of variables and of equations quadratically increase with the size of the matrices (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}).
Proof of Lemma 8. 
We now state the second fundamental lemma.
Lemma 10 Let T n be a transfer matrix on E n . Consider two matrices Q x (0) , x ∈ {0, 1}, of size m×m and some rectangular matrices V x (0) , x ∈ {0, 1} of size m×l, and H
2 ) and (v xy , (x, y) ∈ {0, 1} 2 ) (of size i × j and j × i so that the products h xy v x y and v xy h x y are defined) such that for any y, x in E n ,
Now, set for x ∈ {0, 1}
and µ (1) (x) = Trace
(1) . Then under these conditions, 1) µ (1) = µ (0) T n . If moreover µ (0) is a probability measure and T n is a probability transfer matrix, then µ (1) is also a probability measure. 2) moreover if for any x, x ,
Assume that the probability transfer matrix T n has the product form (13) and that there exist h x,y with one line, and v x,y with one column such that h y,x v y ,x = T y,y ,x , for any y, y , x.
(20)
Then condition (17) is satisfied, and Q 
Important note
• The size of the cylinder n plays no role at all in the hypothesis. Hence, the same matrices H
will (or will not) work for all n.
• In the case where Q x (1) = Q x (0) , x ∈ {0, 1}, we say that Q (0) is a fixed point for the matrix equation. That is, for any n, µ n defined on E n by µ n (x) = Trace
Clearly, condition (2) is the condition needed to iterate the construction, that is to be able to give a matrix representation of the measure on the κ'th line, as stated in the next Corollary. (17), (19) and (20). Then, for any κ 1, x ∈ {0, 1}, let
and Q
, 1}, and
Proof of Lemma 10. This proof relies on (11) and (12); we also make heavy use of
(1) now follows from (17) . For (2), write for x = y,
which is indeed 0 , since h w,x v z,y = 0 for any w, z. (3) follows immediately.
Relation with ASEP/PASEP/TASEP
The system (14) is quite close to the systems around the notion of "matrix ansatz" associated with the ASEP/PASEP/TASEP problems as introduced by B. Derrida & al. [8] . In this seminal paper, it is shown that the invariant distribution of the ASEP can be expressed as the formal result of a computation in some algebraic structure, where some operators D and E satisfy some quadratic relations of the form DE = ED + E + D (or more generally with some multiplicative parameters added) and some additional "border conditions"of the type D|V >= β|V >, <W |E = α −1 <W |. For these problems, matrix solutions D, E, V, W are explicitly found. These solutions have, depending on the values of the parameters and border conditions, a finite or an infinite size. In subsequent studies of these exclusion processes, finite/infinite matrices appear as solutions of quadratic equations of a type appearing in [8] . Each time, the questions of commutation of matrices, tensor products, and existence of limits with some growing matrices arise. We send the interested reader to [3] and [12] , and references therein.
These quadratic problems/algebras are also at the core of several different problems of enumerative combinatorics, as observed by Viennot (this is discussed at length in several of his talks and courses, available on his web page, see e.g. [17, section 7] ).
3 Computation of fixed point solutions for gases of type 1 and 2
As explained in the previous subsection, two main cases emerge. First, there may exist a fixed point for the matrix equation involving finite matrices according to Lemma 10(3) . If no such fixed point solution exists (or even if it does), Corollary 11 allows one to build bigger and bigger matrices to describe the distribution on the kth line. In some the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(3) (2012), #P45 cases, taking the limit give rise to some infinite matrices. We first discuss, what happens when matrices of finite size are fixed points of the matrix equation. This is the case for the gas of type 1 on Sq(n).
Gas of type 1
This happens in the case Z = X Sq(n) , for which numerous different computations of the gas density exist. Let us add one way to find the solution.
Application of Lemma 8
It suffices to search for finite matrices (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) which solves (14) . Take The system of equations V
x H x = y,y H y V y T X y,y ,x is equivalent to: This system has non trivial solutions. For example
From here the density Trace((
n ) of the gas of type 1 on the cylinder can be computed, and from that GF Sq(n) (x, 1) thanks to Proposition 3. Taking the limit gives GF Sq (x, 1). This representation was known and is present under different forms in [16, 9, 4] . What is remarkable is that it follows from a simple computation.
Application of Lemma 10
For the same result, one may use Lemma 10 since a solution to both (20) and (19) exists. The idea is to search for solutions under the following form, for which (19) automatically holds :
and v x,y = t h x,y for all x, y, this last condition not being needed. The system (20) can be rewritten as : Solutions to this system exist. We then take V Lemma 10) . Of course, since h y,x v y ,x = T X (y, y , x), we are back to the previous problem treated in Section 3.1.1.
Note 13
The appearance of non real numbers in the considerations (Sys X has no real solution) does not harm the reasoning at all since T Y is still a probability transfer matrix. The possibility to use non real matrices V x , H x as a solution of the equations of interest enriches the space of solutions.
No finite solution for the gas of type 2
In the case of the gas of type 2, we were not able to find finite (non-trivial) matrices (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) which solve (14) . If they exist, they must have size > 5 (this can be seen via the computation of a Grbner basis). Also, numerical computations -which in principle does not guarantee any result -indicate that no non-trivial matrices (V x , H x , x ∈ {0, 1}) with complex coefficients having size 8 are solution. Hence we were unable to use Lemma 8 to go on. 
Toward an infinite size solution
This section prospective explains how some infinite matrices may arise. Even if no complete solution is provided, we hope that this new point of view will allow some reader to tackle the problem of computing GF(x, y).
Recall that Lemma 10 and Corollary 11 say that if there exist single line and single column matrices h x,y and v x,y solving h x,y v x ,y = T Z (x, x , y)1 y=y , then on a cylinder of the square lattice the distribution on the κ+1'th line µ (κ) := µ (κ−1) T Z has a representation of the form (22), provided that the distribution on the first line µ (0) has this same form with V We have already discussed the existence of solutions to Sys X 2 , this implying the existence of solutions to (26) in the case Z = X. To prove Theorem 14(1), let us write the following system of equations for h x,y and v x,y defined as in (24), in the case Z = Y. In this case (26) is equivalent to
(27) It is not difficult to check that this system has a solution (using Maple or Mathematica, for example, or the computation of a Grbner basis).
The proofs of Theorem 14 (2) and (3) are more delicate. Their respective proofs are the object of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 below.
Notation. For any pair of matrices (
Similarly, for any doubly indexed quantity a x,y , a x, = a x,0 + a x,1 .
Computations of the entries of
Let Z ∈ {X, Y} be fixed, and let h x,y and v x,y as defined in (24) be solution of Sys Z 2 (the sizes of h and v are 1 × m and m × 1 respectively for some m 1). Let us compute the entries of (Q
For κ 2, by associativity of the Kronecker product, which entails, iteratively that In the same manner, Q
Using the structure of V z (κ−2) and H z (κ−2) , we get
where
(we used here that v a,b , h a,b is a solution of Sys Z 2 ). Again, using the same methods above
With these formulas, the entries of V 
with the convention that for any matrix M , M [i, j] := M i+1,j+1 , and as usual x div m and x mod m denote the quotient and the remainder in the division of x by m. Assume now that some matrices W x (2κ) , x ∈ {0, 1}, κ 0, satisfy
with w x,y having size m × m, and W where 0 a κ+1 (i), a κ+1 (j) < m 0 , and 0 a l (i), a l (j) < m for l ∈ 1, κ (apart from a κ+1 which may play a special role if m 0 = m, the a l (i)'s are the digits of i in base m). Therefore, from (31),
(33) There is also a way to represent this with matrices, very similar to the representation of the distribution of a Markov chain; for any (a, b) in {0, . . . , m − 1} 2 , let M w (a, b) be the 2 × 2 matrix defined by:
and for a, b ∈ {0, . . . , m 0 − 1},
We have
This fact, together with (30) and (29), proves Theorem 14(2).
Convergence of the entries of
We continue from the previous section. Notice that for a fixed (i, j), a l (i) and all a l (j) are zero for large l. We then immediately have: Again, the convergence stated in Lemma 15 will be only interesting if the limit is not zero. We examine the simple convergence of V
, meaning that, for x ∈ {0, 1} and any i, j 0,
starting with some suitable matrices ((V 
We examine separately the two cases Z = X and Z = Y in the next subsections.
Case of the gas of type 1.
We work with h defined in (24). We then find
Therefore, the convergence of the sequence (V z (2κ) [i, j], κ > 0) to a non zero limit is equivalent to d 1 = 1, in which case, for any l 1,
and the convergence of M q (0, 0) l arises if c 2 1 = 1, in which case, for any l 1,
We may wonder if Sys X 2 still has some solutions if we add these conditions. The answer is yes for the condition c 1 = 1 (for example, a
. Then it is possible to have simple convergence for Q x (2κ) . The answer is no for the condition d 1 = 1. In order to find h x,y , v x,y satisfying (26) (and Z = X) and such that V (2κ) simply converges, it suffices to increase the size of the matrices h and v defined in (24). Take instead
and again v x,y = t h x,y . The values of M q (0, 0) and M v (0, 0) are unchanged, but now there are some solutions for (17) and (19) and where d 1 = 1. Again, this is not difficult to check with a program like Maple or Mathematica. Note also that if we want to solve Sys X 2 together with the two equations c 1 = 1 and d 1 = 1, there exists solutions for h and v having size 6. For example: It remains to specify ρ q and ρ v , namely the starting condition of the construction. We may take m 0 = 1 (that is, starting with 1 × 1 matrices). Taking
With this convention, by (37) and (38), the upper-left corner of Q x (2κ) coincides with Q x (2κ−2) , and the same thing hold for V and H as well. We then have ρ Q∞ = ρ H∞ = ρ V∞ = ρ Q .
Case of the gas of type 2.
First, for h and v defined in (24),
The convergence of M q (0, 0) l to a non zero limit happens
for any l 1, and the convergence of
In this case, solutions h x,y of size 1 × 4 exist : there exists solutions to Sys 
This suffices to imply the simple convergence of Q
This ends the proof of Theorem 14(3).
Trace of the limit and limit of the trace
As said above, Theorem 14 gives a representation of µ Z (κ) starting from some simple µ Z (0) (this could be useful to make advances on enumeration issues concerning DA with height κ). The important and natural question is the following one : do we have, for any x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ),
Since the simple convergence of Q
, the answer to this question is certainly not an immediate issue. For the TASEP, the choices of matrices D, E satisfying the different matrix ansatz, leads or not to the convergence of the product (see discussions in [8, 3] ).
Moreover, simple convergence of a sequence of matrices A n to some matrice A ∞ does imply the convergence of the trace, since the trace involves an infinite number of entries. Nevertheless, µ (2κ) converges when κ goes to +∞ by Lemma 5. Let µ ∞ (x) = lim κ µ (2κ) (x) the limit of the measure. The question is: do we have µ ∞ = µ ∞ ? Since µ ∞ is the only non trivial probability measure fixed point of µ ∞ = µ ∞ T Y , it suffices to show that µ ∞ satisfies the same property, which would imply µ ∞ = λµ ∞ , for some λ (which must be shown to be = 0). In fact, by construction q y,x is associated with two-row transitions, since Trace(
2 is also a probability transfer matrix, corresponding to an aperiodic irreducible Markov chain on a finite state space. Subsequently, by uniqueness, it is easy to check that µ ∞ is the unique solution to µ = µ(T Y ) 2 . Using that Q ∞ is solution of the rewriting system (36), if one ignores convergence and commutation issues, then
and one sees that we just have to justify convergence of
∞ and the validity of the rearrangements in the infinite sum.
We were unable to prove the validity of this. Besides, the entries of Q y ∞ seems no to converge to 0 (due to the choice of the value of M q (0, 0), needed to have the convergence of Q x (κ) to Q x ∞ ); also, seen as series in p, q, the degrees of the entries Q i,j do not go to +∞ with i, j → ∞.
Question 2 Is it possible to prove that Trace
∞ is well defined (for some notion of convergence) and solution of (42)?
We here review some properties of the matrices V x (κ) , H x (κ) and of µ (2κ) . These properties lead to some questions about the structure of Q x ∞ , and its eigenvectors (if any). First, we have
This representation is very close to the standard representation of Markov chain, where here H a (κ) V b (κ) plays the role of a probability transition and
the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(3) (2012), #P45 plays the role of the transition matrix.
Proposition 16
For any κ, Q (κ) has eigenvalues 1 and 0. The eigenvalue 1 has multiplicity 1.
Proof. We first claim that (Q (2κ) )
The claim implies that the minimal polynomial of Q (2κ+ε) (with ε ∈ {0, 1}) divides x 2κ (1 − x), which implies that the eigenvalues are 0 and 1. Since Trace(Q (κ) ) = Trace(Q (κ−2) ), and since Trace(Q (0) ) = Trace(Q (1) ) = 1, the eigenvalue 1 has multiplicity 1. It remains to show the claim. For this write
and since this last sum is 1, we have
Also, using (18),
where ρ y = v y, h y, . It turns out that h y, v x, = 1 for all (x, y); hence, any product of the form v y 1 , h x 1 , v y 2 , h y 2 , . . . , v yn, h yn, equals v y 1 , h yn, . Henceforth, κ 0, and m 0,
Hence if for some κ 0 and m 0, (
The initial conditions being Q (0) = 1 (and Q (1) = 1 ) we get (Q (0) ) 1 = (Q (0) ) 0 , and
Denote by L (κ) and R (κ) the left and right eigenvectors of Q (κ) associated with the eigenvalue 1. Since (Q (κ) ) m converges to R (κ) L (κ) when m → +∞, and since (
Moreover L (κ) and R (κ) can be normalised such that L (κ) R (κ) = 1. Notice in (45) the equality; in similar situations only convergence holds. For m large enough the quantity of interest
Using (44)
which leads to
and then (since all matrices have rank 1 and
Since Trace(Q
. . . H (0) a triangular product whose computation seems to be quite difficult. We may also note the following
, the density of the gas process of type 2 (this is GF Sq(n) (x, y)) up to change of variables, by Proposition 3). For n large enough
.
Proof. For short, we don't write the indices (κ). For n large enough (by (45)) we have (Q ) n = RL. Hence, 
Conjecture 1
The matrix Q ∞ has eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity 1. Let L ∞ and R ∞ be the left and right eigenvector, such that L ∞ = t R ∞ . We have
We have seen that Q
(∞) (simply) and Q (κ) has a unique eigenvalue 1, the other ones being 0. This convergence is not sufficient to deduce that the infinite matrix Q ∞ has eigenvalue 1, and even if it is the case, the convergence of the numerator and denominator in (49) may not converge. In the general case, for 4 given matrices (q x,y , (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}
2 ), the same question arises2: can we find the eigenvectors (and eigenvalues) of the matrix Q ∞ that solves the rewriting systems (36).
the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(3) (2012), #P45 Question 3 Is it possible to find solutions to (14) with infinite matrices V 1 , H 1 , V 0 , H 0 , in the case T = T Y and such that moreover any product of the form
Other similar but different considerations
We present some alternatives to Lemma 10. Even if morally what is done has more of less the same taste as this Lemma, we were not able to reduce the following considerations to it.
Research of a solution on the zigzag
We discussed above the construction of an invariant measure relying on the research of a measure of the type Trace(
on the rows of the cylinder. Two closely related constructions can be proposed. The first one is quite close to that discussed in [4] around the question of "Markovian Field". The idea is to search for an invariant measure on a l r
x 2 x n y 1 y n Figure 2 : Decomposition of the measure along the zig-zag.
zigzag on the cylinder having the following forms (idea used with success by Dhar): for 
Notice that condition (51) can be weaken a bit since µ u = µ d does not implym x,y = m x,y , but ratherm a,b = w a,b m a,b for w a,b such that, for any x ∈ E n (or sufficiently in the support of µ a ),
search if the process Y (on E n ), gas of type 2, whose measure µ is solution of µ Y = µ Y T Y , can be written Y i = φ(Z i ) for some function φ, and some process (Z i , 1 i n) taking its values in a state space S with |S| > 2, and having a simple representation. We were not able to find such a solution.
Extensions
In this section we discuss some extensions of the method we developed above: first to the triangular lattice, second to processes with more than 2 states.
Triangular lattice
We proceed as in Section 5.1 where a zigzag is considered. Since no new result are provided for DA on the triangular lattice, we just explain how the previous method can be adapted here. First the two probabilistic local transitions needed for the definition of the gases of type 1 and 2 on the triangular lattice are
Again Proposition 3 says that the density of the corresponding gas provides up to a change of variables GF(x, 1) and GF(x, y), the area, and area-perimeter GF of DA on this lattice. As explained in Section 5.1, one searches for a representation of the zigzag Figure 3 : Representation of the transition. DA on the triangular lattice; the white circles represent perimeter sites. On the second picture, a DA on the triangular lattice with periodic conditions; on the last picture, a zig-zag on the triangular lattice process distribution as follows: 
For T = T X there is a solution with "matrices" D 3 which solves the following system must be found:
The idea then is to grow the matrices D (κ) , U (κ) as follows:
Under this condition if µ (κ) has a representation as that given in (56) with some matrices
(κ) = 0 if y = y , then this property is inherited for D (κ+1) , U (κ+1) . On the zigzag below (as drawn on Figure 3 ), then measure µ (κ+1) will also be given as in (56), with D (κ+1) , U (κ+1) instead of D (κ) , U (κ) . Again, solutions to the system (58) exist: this permits one to grow some matrices D (κ) , U (κ) , and then to have a representation of the measure µ (κ) . Infinite matrices U ab (∞) and D ab (∞) appear again by some passage to the limit. We were not able to deduce from them GF.
Bond percolation
Let A be a DA on G = (V, E). A bond in A is an edge e ∈ E between elements of A; let N (A) be the number of bonds in A. The GF B G C (x, y) = A x |A| y #N (A) of DA with source C counted according to the area and number of bonds can be obtained also by computing the density of some gas process (this is explained in [4] , page 21, in the case G = Sq(n)). Indeed, for any G ∈ G, 
We will define a gas whose density will coincide up to a change of variables to B C . For this, associate with the set of vertices V i.i.d. Bernoulli(p) random variables (denoted (B x p , x ∈ V )), and with the edges of E, i.i.d. Bernoulli(q) random variables (denoted (B x q , x ∈ E). Consider now the gas defined by
Taking the expectation in the previous line, leads to
Set now H C (p, q) = (−1) |C| P(X x = 1, x ∈ C). The last equation rewrites
in other words, the family (H C (−p, q), C) satisfies the same equations as the family (B C (p, q), C), the initial conditions being B ∅ = 1 and H ∅ = 1. On the square lattice, set T B x,y,z = P(X = z|X 1 = x, X 2 = y) = P(z = B p (1 − xB (1) q )(1 − yB (2) q ).
Again, there exist solutions to the equations h x,y v x ,y = 1 y=y T B
x,x ,y , and we may also impose that M q (0, 0) l converges. This permits again to use Corollary 11 to represent µ (κ) .
Bicolouration
We present a new model of gas X taking three values 1, 2 or 3 (we see the value as a colour), having an interest from a combinatorial point of view, and illustrating the universality of the present approach. Let G = (V, E) be in G, and let (C x , x ∈ V ) be a i.i.d. random colouring of the vertices of G, such that P(C = i) = p i for i 2, and p i = 1. We set X x := C x c∈Ch(x)
1 Xc =Cx .
The arguments given in Lemma 2 implies that X is a.s. well defined for p 1 + p 2 small enough. According to (62), if C x = 0 then X x = 0 (with proba. 1), and if C x = i for i ∈ {1, 2}, then X x = i with proba. p i if no child of x has colour i, and X x = 0 in the other cases. Clearly P(X 1 = 1) = −GF G (−p 1 , 1) and P(X = 2) = −GF G (−p 2 , 1) since the gases Y = 1 X=1 X and Y = 1 X=2 X/2 have the same transitions as the gas of type 1 with parameters p 1 and p 2 (and by Lemma 3). This gas is related to the counting of bicoloured DA, having no neighbouring sites with different colours (this model is interesting only when several sources are involved); a bi-coloured DA with a source of cardinality 4 is represented on Figure 4 .
Formally consider two sets S 1 := {c 1 , . . . , c k } and S 2 := {d 1 , . . . , d l } such that S 1 ∩ S 2 = ∅ and such that S 1 ∪ S 2 is a free set. We call bicoloured DA a pair (A, l), where l : A → {1, 2} (where l(a) is seen as the colour of a). A bicoloured DA is said to be well coloured, if for any (a, b) ∈ A 2 ∩ E, l(a) = l(b), meaning that neighbouring sites have the same colour.
Denote by A S 1 ,S 2 the set of well coloured DA (A, l) with source S 1 ∪ S 2 such that l(S i ) = {i} (the cells of the sources S i have colour i). This model is hard to deal with using heap of pieces arguments. Let GF S 1 ,S 2 be the corresponding GF, counted well coloured DA according to their number of cells of each colour.
Proposition 18
We have GF S 1 ,S 2 (−p 1 , −p 2 ) = (−1) #S 1 +#S 2 P(X x = 1, x ∈ S 1 , X x = 2, x ∈ S 2 ).
Here again, the gas transition T (a, b, c) = P(C x = c |C c 1 = a, C c 2 = b) can be written T (a, b, c) = h a,c v b,c 1 c=c for some monoline and monocolumn h and v, for any a, b, c, c ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Again, this ensures the existence of a representation of the measure on the κth line of the lattice using some matrices V Here the case is particularly interesting: P(X x = j) for j ∈ {0, 1, 2} as well as P(X x = j, x ∈ C) are easy to compute: the reason is that the projection Y and Y (as defined above) are well known, and have a simple product form: they correspond in the first case to identify the states 2 and 0 and in the second one to identify 0 and 1. Hence, both Y the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(3) (2012), #P45
and Y are Markovian on a line of the lattice (and hard particle model on the zigzag), but X is not Markovian on the lines (or on the zigzag). The combinatorial issue is not to find the density of X, but rather to compute a quantity as P(X 0 = 1, X 1 = 2). At this moment, I am not able to do this.
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